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WARRANT PRICING: A REVIEW OF EMPIItICAL RESEARCH
Abstract
Recently, several warrant pricing studies have become available for different models as well
as for different countries. The most important conclusions that can be drawn from reviewing
these studies are: (1) it is not necessary to make a correction on opdon valuation madels for
the dilution effect; (2) there is no conclusive evidence to replace (dividend correctcd) models
in which a constant volatility is assumed (BlacklScholes (1973) like models) by more
complicated models such as the Jump Diffusion or the CEV model; (3) US and German
warrants seem to be priced correctly, while deviations are found for Japanese warrants
(underpriced by the market) and Swiss and Dutch warrants (overpriced by the market).2
1. IutroduMlon
Although, according to Black (1989), the option valuation model of Black and Scholes (1973)
was originally developed for the pricing of warrants, most empirical research on option
pricing models has been focussed on exchange traded call options instead of warrants. Only
since the last five years a substantial amount of research on warrant pricing has become
available. In this paper we will review this research.
One of the reasons that option pricing has gained more attention than warrant pricing is the
fact that warrant pricing is more complicated than option pricing. The first problem in the
pricing of warrants is that they sometimes contain special provisions. The mos[ important
examples include: (I) the right for the wmpany to call the warrants; (2) the possibility for
the company to extend the maturity of the warrants; (3) the possibility for the company to
lower the exercise price of the warrants and (4) the right for the investor to pay the exercise
price of the warrants by handing in bonds of the same company at their par value. In this
review of warrant pricing we will restrict ourselves to studies on warrants with no special
exercise provisions2.
The second problem in warrant pricing is that warrants generally have longer maturities than
options. Most exchange traded options have maturities of up to nine months. Warrants on
the other hand generally have maturities of 3-5 years. This makes some of the assumptions
of the B1acklScholes (1973) model (from now on the BIS-model) even more unrealistic then
they are in case of short term call options. Therefore, in case of empirical studies on warrant
pricing, generally alternative models are being used. These models try to relax one or more
of the following assumptions underlying the BIS-model:
1) no dividend payments; models that only relax this assumption include the Merton
(1973) model and the BIS-model adjusted for dividend payments;
2) no early exercise; Merton (1973) has shown that rational investors will only use the
possibility to early exercise call options just before an ex dividend date; models that
simultaneously relax the assumptions of no dividend payments and no early exercise
2 See Longstaff (1990) for a model for warrants extendible by the issuing company. An
empirical study on extensions of warrants has been made by Howe and Wei (1993).
Empirical studies on callable warrants have been made by Ferri, Moore and Schirm (1988)
and Schultz (1993).3
include the Black (1975) model, the Roll-Geske-Whaley model, the American
Constant Variance model and the Binomial model;
3) a constant volatility; in the Constant Elasticity of Variance model (CEV model), the
assumption of a constant volatility is replaced by the assumption of a constant
elasticity of variance; in this model it is generally assumed that the elasticity factnr
is defined in a way that the volatility decreases as the stock price increases; special
cases of the CEV model are the Square Root model, which assumes that the volatility
is inversely related to the square root of the stock price and the Absolute model,
which assumes that the volatility is inversely proportional to the stock price; another
model in which the assumption of a constant voladlity is dropped is the Jump
Diffusion model, developed by Merton (1976); this model assumes a two part
stochastic process generating stock returns: (a) small continuous price movements
generated by the same process as assumed by Black and Scholes (1973) and (b) large
infrequent jumps generated by a Poisson process.
All models mentioned above have been used in one or more warrant pricing studies.
Therefore a short description of these models is presented in table 1.
[Insert Table lJ
The third and theoretical most interesting problem is the fact that when warrants are
exercised, new shares aze created and the exercise price paid for them becomes part of the
assets of the firm. This effect is known as the diludon effect. Only recently finance theory
has come up with a(practically useful) theoretical solution for the dilution effect. T'his may
possibly also explain the fact that empirical research on warrant pricing has only r~ecently
gained popularity.
In this paper we will first present the theoretical solution for the dilution problem. T'his is
followed by a review of empirical research on warrant pricing. In section 3 studies will be
discussed in which model and market prices for warrants are compazed. Such studies have
been made for the German, Swiss, Dutch, United States (US) and Japanese warrant mazkets.
In section 4 we will discuss two efficiency studies on warrant pricing: a study by Lauterbach
and Schultz (1991) for the US warrant market and a study by Chang (1993) for the Japanese
warrant market. In section 5 we will discuss the results by Veld and Verboven (1993b) who
have made a comparison between warrant prices and prices of long term call opdons. This
research has been carried out for the Dutch market berzuse only in the NetherLinds call4
options with a maturity of 5 years are being traded. Finally section 6 presents a summary and
some conclusions.
Z. The dilution problero
The fust solution for the diludon effect was presented by Galai and Schneller in 1978. They
derived the following equation for the valuation of a warrant:
(1)
Where:
W - the value of the warrant;
q - the dilution coefficient - nIN;
N - the number of outstanding shares;
n - the number of new shares to be issued if warrants are exercised;
C~„ - the value of a call option written on the stock of a firm without warrants.
The variable CW from equation (1) is a call option on an identical firm, except that it does
not have warrants outstanding. Unfortunately, in practice such a firm hazdly ever exists. This
malces equation (1) sec, useless for the valuation of warrants. Therefore studies by Schulz
and Trautmann (1989, 1993) and Crouhy and Galai (1991b) have sought for an expression
of C,,,,. This expression is based on a firm which has a capital structure that only consists of
equity, which is defined as the sum of stocks and warrants:
V - NS t nW (Z)
Where:
V - the value of the firm's equity;
S - the stock price.5
In this model it is assumed that not the value of the firm's stock (as in the original BIS-
model), but the value of the firm's equity (V) follows a constant variance diffusion process.
Therefore the instantaneous standard deviation of the return on the firm's equity (ov) is
constant3. This leads to the following equation for CM,:
C~ - NN(dl~ - Xe~`~~IV(dx~ (3)
2
1n~t(rrt 2)(T-t)
di~ - dl - Q~~
Where:
X - the exercise price of the warrant;
rf - the risk-free interest rate;
T - the expiration date of the warrant;
T-t - the time to maturity of the warrant
N(.) - cumulative standard normal distribution function.
From now on we will refer to the combinadon of equations (1) to (3) as the correct warrant
3 Instead of the instantaneous standard deviation of the rate of return on the firm's
common stock (a), as in the BIS-model.6
valuation model4. An important problem in this model is that V and a~ are unknown.
By means of simulations Schulz and Trautmann (1989, 1993) and Bensoussan, Crouhy and
Galai (1992) have compared the outcomes of the correct warrant valuation model with the
outcomes of the original BIS-model. From this investigation these authors oonclude that even
ifan extremely high dilution factor is assumed, the bias resulting from simply using the BIS-
model is very small. Substantial differences only exist for deep out-of-the-money warrants
and out-0f-the-money near maturity warrants. Therefore Schulz and Trautmann (1993)
conclude:
To obtain warrant values with acceptable accuracy, adjustments to the BlacklScholesfornwla
are not needed except perhapsfor deep-out-of-the-money w~anants.
This result can be explained by looking at the modifications of the precise warrant valuation
model in relation to the original BIS-formula:
1) the stock price (S) is replaced by the equity value per share of common stock (VIN);
2) the standard deviation of the retums on common stock (a) is replaced by the standard
deviation on the firm's equity (a~);
3) the endre formula is multiplied by the dilution factor (ll(1 t~).
The fact that only marginal differences exist can be attributed to the fact that the effects from
n~lacing S by VIN (modification 1) and a by a~ (modification 2) are outweighed by the
multiplication by the dilution factor (modification 3)5.
Crouhy and Galai (1991a) note that in practice warrant prices are often calculated by
multiplying the outcome from an original option pricing model (such as the BIS-model) by
the dilution factor (ll(1 fc~). In such a case only the third modification mentioned above is
made. Galai (1989) and Crouhy and Galai (1991a) argue that this procedure, which is basod
upon a misinterpretation of equation (1) from Galai and Schneller (1978), is incorrect. Of
4 A problem with the dilution correction mentioned in this section, is that it is assumed
that warrants are exercised in a large block. A study by Emanuel (1983) has shown that in
case warrants are held by a monopolist he may benefit from exercising his warrants
sequentially instead of in a large block. However, a later study by Spatt and Sterbenz (1988)
has shown that the existing shareholders have several possibilities to neutralize these
advantages. In other studies it has been shown that competitive warrant holders may be worse
off under the possibility of sequential exercise (Constandnides (1984), Cox and Rubinstein
(1985)). However, they argue themselves that this only occurs if extreme assumptions are
made, e.g. with regard to the dividend policy of the firm (see also Veld (1992)).
5 See also Gemmill (1993, page 210).7
course, this procedure will lead to downwards biased model outcomes.
3. F~pirical tests of option valuation models for the valuation of warrants: studies in
which model values and market prices for warrants are compared
3.1. Introduction
In the last five years a growing number of studies have compared model values and market
pricesb for warrants. Although most of the reseazch has been concentrated on the pricing
of US warrants, also studies of German, Swiss, Dutch and Japanese warrants have been
made. Besides studying warrants from various countries, the studies also include several
option valuation models. In fact all models mentioned in table 1 have been subject to testing
in one or more studies. Most models in table 1 assume a constant variance (CV models). The
only exceptions aze the CEV model and the Jump diffusion model. In practically all warrant
pricing studies on the CEV model a fixed elasticity parameter (,y) is assumed. If the CV
models, or the CEV model with a fixed elasticity parameter, are tested for the pricing of cal!
options by comparing model values and mazket prices, only one really important decision has
to be made: should the standard deviation be estimated by a historical estimate or by the
implied standard deviation (ISD) of an (at-the-money) call opdon which is written on the
same stock. The problem becomes more complicated in testing option valuation models for
the valuation of warrants. First, three possible estimates of the standard deviation can be
used:
1) a historical standazd deviation;
2) the ISD of a warrant;
3) the ISD of a call option.
Some empirical studies have shown that the ISD (of an at-the-money option) is a better
predictor of future stock price variability than the historical standard deviation is~. On the
other hand we notice that there are also two reasons to prefer the use of the historical
6 In this study the term value will be reserved for model outcomes and the term price
will reflect market outcomes. Also the term undervaluation will reflect a model price that is
too low, while the term underpricing will reflect that the market price is too low.
~ See e.g. Latané and Rendleman (1976) and Beckers (1981).8
standard deviation over the ISD of a warrant:
1) Ferri, Kremer and Oberhelman (1986) and Kremer and Rcenfeldt (1993) argue that
usually only one warrant is outstanding, which is also often substantially in- or out-of-
the-money; in such a case the argument that the ISD for an at-the-money call option
gives a good prediction for the future standard deviation is no longer applicable.
2) Blomeyer and Johnson (1988, page 19) azgue that using an implied estimate of the
standazd deviation may lead to biased results:
By consttuction, an implied varinnce techniquc will provide a small mode! pricing
bias since the model is used to estimate one of its own input parametersa;
The last critique is also relevant if the ISD of a call option is used as an estimate for the
standard deviation of a warrant. Besides that we have already mentioned that in practically
all countries only short term call opdons are being traded. We notice that empirical studies
have shown that options with different maturities have different ISDs9. Therefore we
conclude that it is a priori not possible to indicate which of the three estimates of the
standazd deviation is most useful for the valuation of warrants.
Another important decision is the dilution correction. For the dilution correction also thrtie
possibilities existto:
1) the use of a dilution corrected option valuation madel, as e.g. presented by Schulz
and Trautmann (1989, 1993) and Crouhy and Galai (1991b);
2) the use of an option valuation model not corrected for dilution;
8 In addition Blomeyer and Johnson (1988) argue that the magnitude and deviation of the
reported pricing bias will be influenced by the choice of the implied variance weighing
scheme. However, we azgue that this problem also occurs if a historical esdmate is chosen.
The latter is influenced by the period selected, e.g. the historical standard deviation over the
last 6 months will not exactly be the same as the historical standard deviation over the last
12 months.
9 For example, Kemna (1988) finds different ISDs for Dutch call options with maturities
of 3, 6 and 9 months. Brenner and Subrahmanyam (1988) refer to this as the 'term swcture
of volatility'.
to We nodce that the dilution problem is also relevant for call options that are
contingent on stocks on which also warrants andlor conversion rights are written. This is tl~e
case berause the dilution affects the common stock on which both the warrants (or conversion
rights) and the options are written. However, as faz as we know, no test for call options has
ever included a dilution correcdon to account for warrants andlor conversion rights written
on the same stock.9
3) the use of an option valuation model, only multiplied by the dilution factor.
In section 2 we have seen that both possibilities (1) and (2) mentioned above may be suitable
for the valuation of warrants. We have also seen that possibili[y (3) will lead to a downwards
biased outcome.
In table 2 all tests on warrant pricing are classified according to the estimation of the
standard deviation and the use of the dilution correction.
[Insert Table 2]
Although theoretically 9 possibilities exist, we see in table 2 that only 5 possibilities have
been subjected to empirical testing.
We notice that all studies have in common that the performance of the respective models is
measured by the difference between the model value and market price, divided by the market
price. This leads to an "error" t t,t2:
error - model value - market price
market price
A t-statistic can be calculated to test if the error is significantly different from zem13. In
the next sub-sections the tests of the models will be discussed.
3.2. Model values calculated with historical standard deviatioas.
In table 3 the most important results of studies, making a comparison between market and
model values (calculated with historical standard deviations) are summarized.
t t In case the difference between market price and model value, instead of the difference
between model value and market price, is related to the model value, it is possible to
calculate the "error" by multiplying the outcome with -1. When reviewing studies, we will
automatically make such an adjustment.
t2 Theoretically, there is no objection to relate the difference between the market price
and the model value to the model value. However, all studies reviewed in this paper use the
market price as a benchmark.
t3 In some cases the authors themselves present the t-statistics. In most other cases they
present data, which enable us to calculate the t-statistics ourselves.lo
[Insert Table 3j
We start by discussing the results for European warrants because results for German, Swiss
and Dutch warrants are available for no dilution corrected models. This makes a comparison
between the results of these studies possible.
Ge~nan iwarrwus
With regard to German warrants, two studies have been made by Schulz and Trautmann
(1989, 1993)14. In their 1989 study an insignificant mean error is found for the American
CV model. For the other two models small positive errors are found, indicating that model
values are higher than market prices. In this study, Schulz and Trautmann simultaneously
estimate the volatility parameter and the elasticity factor for the CEV model. As mentioned
in table 1, the idea behind the CEV model is that the stock price is inversely related to the
volatility. Contrary to this idea Schulz and Trautmann (1989) find in some years a direct
relation between the volatility and the stock price, and in other years they find an inv~ersc
relationis. Based on this result and the worse performance of the CEV model in relation
to the American CV model (see table 3) Schulz and Trautmann (1989) conclude that they
doubt the superiority of the CEV model compared to the American CV model.
In their 1993 study Schulz and Trautmann find a positive error for the American CV model,
indicating that this model undervalues warrants. In this study they also carry out multiple
regressions in order to test for a systematic rela[ionship between the error on one side and
option valuation model determinants and the dilution factor on the other side. Tltese
regressions are performed for the whole sample as well as for subsamples formed according
to the moneyness, observation period and capital structure of the firm. Although Schulz and
Trautmann cannot reject the null hypothesis that there is no relation between the "error" and
the dilution factor, they find that for different subsamples the sign of the dil4tion factor
changes. Therefore they conclude:
t4 Besides these two studies, also a study by Trautmann (1986) is available. This study
will be left undiscussed, because the only model tested in this study (the American CV
model) is also tested by Schulz and Trautmann (1989, 1993) even for a larger time period
and a more eztensive sample.
15 A similar result was also found for call options by Emanuel and MacBeth (1982).11
there is no constant dilution-related pricing bias ofthe American CV model with the stock
price as the state variable. This supports the empirical robustness of option-like warrnttt
valuation.
Swiss warrants
If the results of Schulz and Trautmann (1989, 1993) are considered it seems that the results
of Stucki and Wasserfallen (1991) for Swiss warrants are quite surprising. They find large
negative mean errors for all five (constant volatility) models investigated. These results imply
that all option valuation models used in their study undervalue warrant prices. This outcome
is especially remarkable for the BIS-model. Because this model does not include a cor.ection
for dividend payments it would be ezpected to overvalue warrants rather than to undervalue
them.
Dutch warrants
Veld (1992) calculates model values for Dutch warrants using the Merton model and the
Square Root model (corrected for continuous dividend payments). If the results, calculated
with the historical standard deviation over the 1 yeaz period before the measurement date,
are considered, he finds errors in the same range as those calculated by Stucki and
Wasserfallen (see table 3). However, when the historical standazd deviation over this period
is considered, latge differences exist between the different subsamples investigated, i.e. Veld
(1992) finds positive errors for 1988 and negative errors for 1987 and 1989. This is because
the effect of the stock market crash of 1987 leads to high standard deviations in October 1987
and the following months, which in turn leads to high positive errors for warrants in 1988.
Therefore Veld (1992) also calculates errors for the 6 month period preceding each
measurement date. In this case he also finds negative errors for 1988. As expected the large
negative errors for the whole sample become larger (see table 3).
These results indicate that Dutch warrants are substantially overpriced in relation to German
warrants and slightly overpriced in relation to Swiss warrants. However, some caution is at
place, especially because the research periods and the estimation of the (historical) standard
deviation differ over these studies. As an example we mention the fact that in this section we12
have seen that the period over which the historical standard deviation is estimated can make
an important difference. Another notable feature is that large differences exist between
different warrants. These facts may (partly) explain the differences found between German,
Swiss and Dutch warrants.
US warrants
Most studies on US warrants include a comparison of market prices with model values
multiplied by the dilution factor. We have already argued that this leads to downwards biased
outcomes for model values. Fortunately Noreen and Wolfson (1981) and L,eonard and Solt
(1990) not only present results for model values multiplied by the dilution factor, but also
for no dilution corrected model values. Therefore we start our discussion on US warrants
with these two studies.
Noreen and Wolfson (1981) are interested in the valuation of employee stock options.
Because employee stock options are not traded, they select a sample of US warrants that have
characteristics resembling those of employee stock options. Their sample consists of 52
observations of52 different warrants. In order to make the warrants comparable to employee
stock options, only warrants are selected with a maturity between 2 and 6 years that are at-
the-money. Noreen and Wolfson (1981) test the Merton model and the Square Root model
(corrected for continuous dividend payments).
From table 3 it can be seen that both models come to low positive mean errors, meaning that
both models slightly overvalue warrant prices, or that the market slightly underprices
warrants.
L.eonard and Solt (1990) also investigate the pricing of US warrants. They begin by splitting
their sample into 2 groups: warrants on dividend paying stocks and warrants on no dividend
paying stocks. Leonard and Solt (1990) then calculate model values with the original BIS-
model, using a historical estimate for the standard deviation based on (annualized) daily stock
returns over the quarter preceding the measurement date. They continue by checking for how
many observations model values are above market prices and for how many observations the
opposite result occurs. These results are presented in table 4.13
[Insert Table 4]
In table 4 we see that model values aze above market prices for 58.446 of the warrants on
no dividend paying stocks and even for 65.696 of the warrants on dividend paying stocksló
The latter result is of no surprise to us, because the original BIS-model does not take
dividend payments into account, which causes the model to overvalue warrants on dividend
paying stocks. This outcome seems to confirm the idea that Swiss warrants are overpriced
in relation to US warrants, because Stucki and Wasserfallen (1991) find that model values
of Swiss warrants, calculated with the original BIS-model, are on average lower than market
prices.
Like the other studies discussed in this section, Leonard and Solt (1990) also calculate
differences between model values and mazket prices, for both the original BIS-model and the
Merton model. However these differences are only calculated for 18(!) specific
categoriest~. Because differences exist between the results per category it is not possible
to make acomparison with the overall outcomes from the earlier discussed studies. Therefore
we will leave these resulu undiscussed.
Despi[e the fact that Ferri, Kremer and Oberhelman (1986), from now on FKO, and Kremer
and Rcenfeldt (1993) only calculate errors for model values multiplied by the dilution factor,
we find it useful to devote some attention to these studies. The main reason is that both
studies include the testing of option valuation models, which are not all investigated in other
studies.
FKO test the original BIS-model, two special versions of the CEV model, i.e. the Square
t6 Lim and Phoon (1991) also compare outcomes of the original BIS-model (calculated
with historical standard deviations) with market prices for 6 warrants on US stocks. They
also find that model values are higher than market prices. Unfortunately, like Leonard and
Solt (1990), they do not calculate an overall difference between model values and market
prices.
t~ The mean errors are calculated for 18 categories, specified according to (1) whether
the underlying stock pays dividends, (2) length of the remaining maturity and (3) ratio of
stock price to the exercise price.14
Root model and the Absolute model, and the general CEV modeltg for a sample of US
warrants. They also use versions of the above menáoned models, corrected for conánuous
dividend payments. FKO esámate the standard deviation as the (annualized) standard
deviaáon over the 90- or 180-day period preceding the measurement date.
From table 3 we conclude that in pracácally all cases large negaáve mean errors are found.
Only if model values for warrants on dividend paying stocks are calculated with no dividend
corrected opáon valuaáon models, some low posiáve mean errors occur. From their research
FKO conclude that the original BIS-model performs better than the models ofthe CEV class.
We noáce however that the model values are downwards biased, because the outcomes of
these models are multiplied by the diluáon factor. These dilution factors are quite high, the
raáo n!N is on average 17.296, with minimum and maximum values of 1.44b and 60.396.
This explains the fact that negaáve mean errors are found. It also casts doubts on the
conclusion that the BIS-model outperforms models of the CEV class. An interesáng
conclusion that emerges from the research by FKO is that the mean errors for the BIS-model
are lower than those found by Stucki and Wasserfallen (1991), even though the model values
of FKO are erroneously muláplied by the dilution factor, and are therefore too low. This
finding confirms the overpricing of Swiss warrants in relaáon to US warrants.
Kremer and Rcenfeldt (1993) test the BIS-model and the Jump Diffusion model for a sample
of US warrants. The BIS-model values are estimated using the historical standard deviaáon
over the 181 day period preceding each measurement date. The volaálity is not a parameter
of the Jump Diffusion model. In the latter model the underlying stock returns are esámated
using three other parameters. These parameters are also esámated using historical stock price
retums19. Kremer and Rcenfeldt (1993) also test the Merton model and the Jump Diffusion
model corrected for conánuous dividend payments. As menáoned before, the outcomes of
all models are muláplied by the dilution factor.
From table 3 it can be concluded that if the Merton model and the Jump Diffusion model,
wrrected for conánuous dividend payments, are considered, both models undervalue warrant
t8 The elasácity factor for [he general CEV model is estimated using a procedure
outlined by Beckers (1980).
t9 See Kremer and Rcenfeldt (1993) for the exact estimation of these parameters.15
prices. If the correction for dividend payments is omitted the models come to a no significant
mean error (in case of the BIS-model) and even to a positive mean error (in case ofthe Jump
Diffusion model). Based on these results Kremer and Rcenfeldt (1993) argue that it is
debatable whether a dividend adjustment is desirable. Using our earlier presented arguments
we state that the undervaluation dces not stem from the dividend correction, but instead from
the incorrect multiplication by the dilution factor.
In case of zero dividend firms the BIS-model comes to a large negative mean error, while
the Jump Diffusion model results in a small (no significant) positive mean error. This would
suggest that the Jump Diffusion model is superior to the BIS-model. We have argued
however, that the dilution correction should be omitted. If this would be the case, the BIS-
model would result in a smaller negative (or even positive) error and the Jump Diffusion
model would probably result in a negative error. This leads us to doubt the superior
performance of the Jump Diffusion model over the BIS-model. Therefore we conclude that,
due to the incorrect application of the dilution factor, it becomes difficult to judge the
performance of the BIS-model versus the Jump Diffusion model.
Japanese warrants
Although Japanese companies aze by far the largest issuers of warrants, only little research
on the pricing of Japanese warrants is available. According to Gemmill (1989) and Chang
(1993) there is a prevailing view amongst practitioners that Japanese wamdnts are greatly
underpriced by the mazket. This view is enforced in two (small) studies by these authors in
which the underpricing of Japanese warrants is confirmed.
Gemmill (1989) compares market prices and model values for three Japanese warrants. The
model values are calculated with the Merton model, which is adjusted by Gemmill (1989)
for the costs of shorting Japanese stocks. This version of the Merton model will from now
on be referred to as the Merton-Gemmill model. Of course, this model leads to lower
outcomes than the original Merton model.
The warrants selected were issued by "Toray", "Mitsubishi Corporation" and "Mitsubishi
Fstate". These warrants are selected because of their difference in maturity. The maturides
at the beginning of the research period (October 1985) are respectively 18 months, 3 years16
and 7 years. In all cases model values for the Merton-Gemmill model aze calculated using
a 20 week historical estimate for the standazd deviation. These model values are compared
to mazket prices every 2 weeks for the period of October 1985 to August 1986. In one case
the model values are always above the market prices (Mitsubishi Estate), in another case the
model values are practically always above the mazket prices (Mitsubishi Corporation) and
in the last case the model values are sometimes above and sometimes under market prices
(I'oray)~.
For one day (April 17, 1989), Chang (1993) compares market prices and model values for
221 Japanese warrants outstanding on the Eurobond market in London. These model values
are calculated with the Merton model, multiplied by the dilution factor. Chang (1993)
deliberately multiplies the model values by the dilution factor for the following reason:
in using only the unadjusted stock price but nonetheless adjustingfor potential dilution, w~e
are adding a downward óias to the theoretically determined warrant value. Thus, if
'undetpricing' is nonetheless detected, it is likely that actual urulerpricing is greater.
Model values are calculated with an interest rate of 64b, a dividend yield of 296 and a
volatility of 3096. According to Chang (1993) these estimates are all conservatively
estimated, creating a downward bias on the value of the warrants. Using these input
parameters Chang (1993) finds that on April 17, 1989, 609b of the warrants have model
values that are above market prices. Therefore it seems that both studies confirm the
underpricing of Japanese warrants.
3.3. Model values calculated with implied standard deviations from warrant prices.
Swiss warrants
Using the same data-set as mentioned eazlier Stucki and Wasserfallen (1991) also test the five
20 This result is confirmed by another test of Gemmill (1989) in which he studies
whether lower bounds for Japanese warrants are violated. This test includes 54 warrants that
were tested from November 1983 to February 1988. From this test Gemmill (1989)
concludes that the violation of lower bound conditions occurs more in case of warrants than
in case of (earlier reported studies on) call options.17
option valuation models, using as an estimate for the standard deviation, the ISD of the same
warrant, calculated for the previous week using the same model. The mean errors for the five
models that result if this procetiure is applied are presented in table 5.
[Insert Table 5]
In case the ISD of the previous week is used it can be seen that the errors decline relative
to the case where the historical standard deviation is used (compare tables 3 and 5). This
result is not surprising. In section 3.1 we have already argued that in case the ISD is used,
the model is used to estimate one of its own parameters. This is especially true if the ISD
of the previous week for the same warrant is chosen. In case e.g. the wanant would be
overpriced by the mazket in weelc~-t, this would result in an upwards biased ISD. If, in
week~, this upward biased ISD is put back into the model, the model value of the warrant in
weekt will also be higher [han in case another estimate for the standard deviation would have
been used. If the overpricing of the warrant would not have disappeared in weeki, the
difference between model value and market price would be very small. However, the
economic relevance of this decreased difference can be doubted.
US warrants
Lauterbach and Schultz (1990) test a sample of US warrants. They first calculate an average
of the daily ISDs for each warrant during each quarter. For this purpose they use the BIS-
model adjusted for dividends (see table 1) and corrected for dilution. The dilution correction
is in line with equation (3). The average ISDs are then compared to the actual (realized)
standard deviations over the following quazter. Notice that the actual standard deviation is
the standard deviation of the equiry (defined as: S t(nIN)V~. Therefore this standard
deviation is like v~ defined by Schulz and Trautmann (1989, 1993) and Crouhy and Galai
(1991b), except for the fact that these studies assume that no debt is outstanding. Lauterbach
and Schultz (1990) conclude that the average ISD over the warrant quarters is 55.696. The
average equiry standard deviation realized the following quarter is a similar 59.496.
Lauterbach and Schultz (1990) also note that the average realized stock standard deviation
(a) in the subsequent quar[er is 41.SAn. This result is in accordance with Schulz and
Trautmann (1989, 1993) and Crouhy and Galai (1991b), who on theoredcal grounds also
come to the conclusion, that equity volatility is larger than stock volatility.18
Lauterbach and Schultz (1990) also test between the pricing performance of the BlS-model
and the Square Root model. The version of the Square Root model tested is the simplified
version of this model, presented by Beckers (1980). This model is corrected for dividends
and dilution in the same way as the BIS-model. To compare the BIS-model and the Square
Root model, ISDs are estimated for each warrant each day using both models. Daily
observations are then weighted by the derivative of the warrant price with respect to the
standard deviation and averaged over a quarter to get ISDs for each warrant each quarter.
Square Root model and BIS-model ISDs are then used to price the warrants in the subsequent
quarter. Tests of these model values show that the Square Root model is a consistently more
accurate predictor of market prices than the BIS-model. In table 5 we can see that the mean
absolute error for the Square Root model is only 11.3 k, while the mean absolute ermr for
the BIS-model is 13.Sgb. Besides that this error is in 35 of the 39 quarters lower for the
Square Root model than for the BIS-model. Tests of Lauterbach and Schultz (1990) also
show that the difference in accuracy increases for longer maturities. Therefore Lauterbach
and Schultz (1990, page 1207) conclude:
Besides indicating thcu the SRCEV model (Square Root model, author) is particularly
advantageous for pricing long-lived warrants, these results could be interpreted as indirect
evidence that CEV-models may be more important for pricing warrants than shorter-lived
options.
The results found by Lauterbach and Schultz (1990) can be compared, with those found by
Stucki and Wasserfallen (1991). Lauterbach and Schultz (1990) come to mean absolute errors
of 11.396 and 13.54b, while Stucki and Wasserfallen (1991) on average find mean absolute
errors of 4.396. We notice that this can be explained by the fact that Lauterbach and Schultz
(1990) use weighted averages over a quarter, while Stucki and Wasserfallen (1991) use the
ISD of the previous week.
3.4. Model values calculated with implied standard deviations from call option prices.
US warrants
For 6 warrants wri[ten on US stocks, that were outstanding in March 1988, Lim and Phoon19
(1991) calculate model values for the original BIS-model using the ISD, for a(short term)
call opdon contingent on the same stock, as an estimate for the volatility. Of course the ISD
is also calculated using the original BIS-model. Lim and Phoon (1991) use four differ~ent
weighing schemes for their ISD calculations, but the overall result found is similar for all
weighing schemes: model values for three warrants are significantly (59b or more) higher
than mazket prices, while in the other three cases model values are significantly (546 or
more) lower than mazket prices. These differences may be attributed to the "term structure
of vola[ility", because ISDs of short term call options are used to value long term warrants.
4. Studies on the efficiency of warrant markets
4.1. The US warrant market
Using (roughly) the same data set as in their 1990 study, Lauterbach and Schultz (1991) also
carry out an efficiency study. They start by calculating warrant values with the dilution
corrected version of the BIS-model (adjusted for dividends). If model values are above
market prices, they buy warrants and in the reverse case they sell (or short) warrants. In
order to eliminate the risk of a"naked" warrant position they form a hedge with a stock
position. This strategy is based on a study by Black and Scholes (1972). The number of
shares bought (sold) per option by Black and Scholes (1972) was equal to the factor N(dt)
from their option pricing formula. Because Lauterbach and Schultz (1991) deal with warrants
and because they use the dilution corrected version of the B~S-model, they buy (sell) a
number of shares equal to n warrants sold (bought). The factor n is defined as the dilution
factor multiplied by the delta of the correct valuation model2t.
The above mentioned transaction is carried out on the day the mispricing is observed. This
transaction is made for 1000 warrants and n 1000 shares of stock. On the day following the
position creation, Lauterbach and Schultz (1991) calculate the return for this position by
subtracting the per day rate on a one month T-bill from the hedged position return. Because
a riskless position was created, a zero return would be expected. In table 6 the results from
Zt In the original BIS-model, delta was defined as the factor N(dt). For the correct
warrant valuation model, delta is defined as N(dtd'~). Of course, in the study of Lauterbach
and Schultz (1991), delta is adjusted for dividend payments.20
their study are summarized.
[Insert Table 6]
In table 6 it can be seen that the hedged position provides a daily profit of 1.0896 above the
riskless rate. A positive return is also found if the modified hedge ratio of Chen and Johnson
(1985) is used. Lauterbach and Schultz (1991) also use this ratio, because in case options are
mispriced, the BIS technique only produces a riskless hedge if the options are hold until
expiration. The Chen-Johnson modified ratio is more suitable if the option position is to be
revised more frequently.
Lauterbach and Schultz (1991) also calculate hedge returns by taking a position on the nezt
day the bias is observed. This is done because it may be impossible to trade at the closing
price of the same day the bias is observed (see also Galai (1983))22. In table 6 it can be
seen that this technique reduces the abnormal returns, but it still remains to be significantly
positive.
Lauterbach and Schultz (1991) also calculate hedge returns by making corrections for
transaction costs for (1) the general public and (2) floor traders. This leads to the conclusion
that abnormal returns are not feasible for the general public and that they aze only possible
for floor [raders if the hedge can be formed at the same day the bias is observed. Therefore
Lauterbach and Schultz (1991) conclude:
7he trading rules results in this paper closely parallel thefindings ofefficiency tests in option
markets. 7his is evidence that warrant markets are not less e„~icient than option markets.
4.2. The Japanese warrant market
Using the same data-set as mentioned in section 3.2, Chang (1993) also carries out an
efficiency study on the Japanese warrant market. From his data-set he selects 24 stocks, for
which he first compares model values and market prices. He uses the same input parameters
as mentioned before, except for the volatility. The volatility for the 24 stocks is now
22 Lauterbach and Schultz (1991) argue that the "next-trading-day approach" also
mitigates the effects of ineasurement errors. They also carry out other robustness tests. For
example, they calculate the beta of the hedged position and find out that it is significantly
higher than zero. If the abnormal return is adjusted for this slightly positive beta, they find
a somewhat lower (but still significantly positive) return.21
estimated as the historical volatility based on 1988 stock price behavior. Using these input
parameters Chang (1993) finds that on April 17, 1989, 20 warrants have market prices that
are lower than model values and 4 warrants have model values that are higher than market
prices. The total difference between market prices and model values for the 24 warrants was
2110 Yen. Chang (1993) considers this amount to be the "theoretical profit" that can be made
when all 24 warrants are bought on April 17, 1989 and hold until their expiration dates
(which all lie before April 15, 1992). He sets up a trading strategy in which he buys all 24
warrants on April 17, 1989 and shorts delta shares of the underlying stock, so that a riskless
hedge is created. Every day this delta is adjusted in according with moves in the stock price
and the decreased time to maturity. By doing so, Chang (1993) finds an average profit of
1368 Yen23. This is significantly lower than the 2110 Yen he expected on theoretical
grounds.
If transaction costs for borrowing the underlying stock would be considered, Chang (1993)
finds an average profit of 1359 Yen. He also calculates the return for a"buy and hold
strategy", in which the position in the stock price is not adjusted over time. This results in
a loss of 3052 Yen. An intermediate case in which the position in the underlying stock would
be adjus[ed if it was above or below its appropriate value, results in an actual profit of 1520
Yen.
Chang (1993) concludes that inefficiencies did exist in the Japanese warrant market and
moreover that these inefficiencies seemed to be exploitable.
5. A comparison of warrant prices with long term call option prices
Veld and Verboven (1993b) make a comparison of warrant prices and prices of long term
call options. The latter are options with an initial maturity of 5 years, which are traded (since
October 1986) on the European Options Exchange (EOE) in Amsterdam. In their study Veld
and Verboven (1993b) first directly compare prices of warrants and long term call options
of the Dutch company Philips. Although the long term call options both have a longer
maturity and a lower exercise price than the warrants, during a period of 1'fz years a higher
23 If only the underpriced warrants would be bought, which would of course be more
rational, this would result in a theoretical profit of 2369 Yen and an ac[ual profit of 1566
Yen.22
price emerged for the warrants. Because direct comparisons as described above are hardly
eve.r possible, Veld and Verboven (1993b) continue by comparing ISDs of warrants and long
term call options written on the same stock. Because the option price is an increasing
function of the standazd deviation, a higher ISD for the warrant in relation to the option
implies that the warrant is overvalued in relation to the option. Of course, the reverse case
holds as well. In their study Veld and Verboven (1993b) find significantly higher ISDs for
warrants than for long term call options, indicating that warrants are overpriced in relation
to long term call options. This is consistent with results found by Veld (1992), who over the
1987-1989 period, not only calculated mean errors for warrants (see table 3), but also for
long term call options. In this reseazch he finds much smaller negative mean errors for long
term call options than for warrants24.
Veld and Verboven (1993b) also wmpaze ISDs for warrants and short term call options and
for long term call options and short term call options. In this research they find that warrants
are overpriced in relation to short term call options, but they do not find that long term call
options are overpriced in relation to short term call options~. In contrary it rather seems
that short term call options are overvalued to long term call options. This is in accordance
with the results found for warrants and long term call options.
Veld and Verboven (1993b) mention some institutional differences that may be used to
explain these price differences, such as the fact that (for small amounts) transaction costs for
warrants are smaller than for long term call options and that warrants are generally held by
small (private) investors. However, Veld and Verboven (1993b) azgue that the differences
~ He finds mean errors of -8.296 and -8.196 for the Merton model and the Square Root
model respectively (for the historical standard deviation calculated over the 6 month period
preceding each measurement date). This is lower than the negative mean errors of -24.796
and -31.596 that were found for warrants (see table 3).
u In section 3.4 we have seen that Lim and Phoon (1991) calculate model values with
ISDs from short term call options written on the same stock. Following the reasoning
outlined above, it can be seen that in case they would have compazed ISDs of warrants and
long term call options, they would have found that in 3 out of 6 cases, ISDs of warrants
would have been higher than ISDs of short term call options. In the other 3 cases they would
have found the reverse result. These results are contrary to the results found by Veld and
Verboven (1993b) who find that in practically all cases, ISDs of warrants are higher than
ISDs of short term call options. From a methodological point of view we prefer the
comparison of ISDs over the plugging of ISDs from e.g. short term call options in model
values for warrants (see also Veld and Verboven, 1993a).23
between warrant prices and long term call option prices are too large to be fully explained
by these institutional differences.
6. Summary and conclusions
The following conclusions can be drawn from the empirical research on warrant pricing
(unless otherwise indicated, all results discussed below are based on dividend corrected
models).
tlrth regard to model performance:
1) Simulation results have shown that the BIS-model corrected for dilution, by (i) replacing
the stock price (S) by the value of the firm (V), (ii) replacing the standard deviation of
the stock's return (a) by the standard deviation of the firm value (av) and (iii)
multiplying the model outcome by the dilution factor (ll(1 fq)), leads to appmximately
the same outcome as the original BIS-model (Schulz and Trautmann (1989, 1993),
Bensoussan, Crouhy and Galai (1992)). Therefore a dilution correction is not necessary.
A dilution correction in which only the model value is multiplied by the dilution factor
is theoretically unjustified and leads to a downwards biased outcome (Galai (1989),
Crouhy and Galai (1991b)).
2) The only test of the general CEV model for warrants, made by Schulz and Trautmann
(1989), did not come to a better performance of the CEV model than a specific CV
model (the American Constant Variance model). Especially the instationarity of the
elasticity parameter ~ gives doubt to the superiority of the general CEV model.
3) The Square Root model, a special case of the CEV model, gives confusing outcomes for
the pricing of warrants, in one case (Noreen and Wolfson (1981)) it did not outperform
the BIS-model, in another case it did (Lauterbach and Schultz ( 1990)).
4) Results of the comparison of the Jump diffusion model and the BIS-model are difficult
to interpret, because in the only study on this subject (Kremer and Rcenfeldt (1993)) an
incorrect application of the dilution correction was made.
5) Conclusions 2 to 4 lead to the statement that it dces not seem necessary to replace
models in which a constant volatility is assumed (as in the BIS-model) by more24
complicated models, such as the Jump diffusion model or models of the CEV class. This
result is similaz to earlier found results for call options (see e.g. Galai (1983) and
Rubinstein ( 1985)).
l~th regarrl to the pricing of warrantsfrom di„~`'erent countries:
6) If a historical estimate of the standard deviation is chosen, US and German warrants on
average come to small differences between model values and market prices for dividend
corrected models of the CV and CEV class (Noreen and Wolfson (1981), Schulz and
Trautmann (1989, 1993)). Swiss warrants are (largely) undervalued by models of the CV
class (Stucki and Wasserfallen (1991)). This indicates that Swiss wazrants are overpriced
in relation to US and German warrants. Additional (although more indirect) evidence for
the overvaluation of Swiss warrants in relation to US warrants can be found by
comparing the results from Stucki and Wasserfallen (1991) with the results from Leonard
and Solt (1990) and Ferri, Kremer and Oberhelman (1986). Dutch warrants are
undervalued by both models from the CV and CEV class (Veld, 1992). This
undervaluadon is even larger than the undervaluation found by Stucki and Wasserfallen
(1991) for Swiss warrants. Japanese warrants are overvalued by option pricing models
(Gemmill (1989), Chang (1993)).
We conclude that the following "hierarchy" seems to exist. Japanese wazrants are
underpriced by the mazket (market prices are lower than model values). US and German
warrants are priced correcUy (market prices are equal to model values). Swiss and even
more so Dutch warrants are overpriced by the market (market prices are higher than
model values). Of course we notice that some caution is at place. If e.g. the periods over
which Stucki and Wasserfallen (1991) and Veld (1992) estimate the standard deviadon
are periods of moderately fluctuating stock returns, while market participants expect a
period of highly fluctuating stock returns over the remaining maturity of the warrants,
part of the biases for Swiss and Dutch warrants may hereby be explained. However, we
have no reason to believe that effects as described above have actually occurred. A more
extensive research is necessary to investigate whether the results found can be attributed
to an overpricing of Swiss and Dutch warrants and an underpricing of Japanese warrants25
in relation to US and German warran[s or to a biased estimate of the standard deviation.
~ The above mentioned results for US and Japanese warrants are confirmed in efficiency
studies. The US warrant market seems to be efficient (Lauterbach and Schultz, 1991),
while the Japanese warrant mazket seems to be inefficient (Chang, 1993). The latter is
due to an underprícing of Japanese warrants by the mazket.
8) Dutch warrants seem to be overpriced in relation to Dutch long term call options (Veld
and Verboven, 1993b). Such a study is not yet available for warrants from other
countries.26
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Journal of Financial Economics, 1981, page 207-211.Table 1: Alternatives for the Black I Scholes model
Model First published by: Deficiency in BIS-model Short description
Constant Variance Models"
- B1S-model Black and Scholes 11973) none
- BIS-model - Dividends (on underlying BIS-model with stock price replaced by stock
adjusted for dividends stock) price minus present value of dividends to be
paid before the maturity of the option
- Merton model Merton (1973) Dividends BIS-model with an adjustment for continuous
dividend payments
- Black model Black (1975) Dividends and early exercise At the end of the option's maturity and before
each ex dividend date the value of the option is
calculated with the BIS-model adjusted for divi-
dends. The highest value is taken as an estima-
te.
- Roll-Geske-Whaley model Roll (19771, Geske (1979) Dividends and early exercise Closed form equation which includes one known
(RGW model) and Whaley (1981) dividend payment
- American Constant Varian- Schulz and Trautman (1989) Dividends and early exercise This model builds on the same principle as the
ce model (American CV Roll-Geske-Whaley model. In order to incorpora-
modell te more than one dividend payment a finite
difference approach is incorporated.
- Binomial model Cox, Ross and Rubinstein Dividends and early exercise Stock price is assumed to follow a multiplicative
(1979) binomial process over discrete time periods. For
an infinite number of time periods this model
converges in the BIS-model.
The possibility exists to incorporate dividends
and early exercise.Table 1: continued
Constant Elasticity of Variance models ICEV modelslZ~
- CEV model Cox and Ross 11976)
- Square Root model
- Absolute model
Cox and Ross (1976)
Cox and Ross (1976)
Jump diffusion model31
- Jump diffusion model Merton 11976)
Volatility is inversely related to
stock price
Volatility is inversely related to
stock price
Volatility is inversely related to
stock price
Stock price contains large
infrequent jumps
Stock price follows a constant elasticity of
variance process. Voiatility is inversely related
to stock price.
Volatility is inversely related to the square root
of the stock value.
Volatility is inversely proportional to the stock
price.
Stock returns are generated by a two-part sto-
chastic process:
a) small, continuous price movements are gene-
rated by the same process as assumed by Black
and Scholes (a Wiener process).
b) large infrequent jumps are generated by a
Poisson process.Table 1: continued
" The stock's return may be represented as:
dS - Ndt t adZ
S
21 The stock's return may be represented as:
dS - ~dt i S~w - 2uzdZ
S
" The stock's return may be represented as:











instantaneous expected rate of the stock's return;
the small increment of time;
instantaneous standard deviation of the stock's return;
a Wiener process;
elasticity factor;
the instantaneous standard deviation of returns conditional on no arrivals of important information (no jumpsl;
an independent Poisson process.Table 2: Studies on warrant pricing, classified according to the estimation of the standard deviation and the dilution cortection.
Estimation of the standard Historical standard deviation ISD from warrant on the same ISD from call option on the same
deviation -~ stock stock
Dilution correction ~
Dilution corrected model not available - LauterbachlSchultz (1990) not available
Model not corrected for dilution - Trautman (1986) - StuckiNVasserfallen (1991) - LimlPhoon (1991)








Model only multiplied by the diluti- - FerrilKremerlOberhelman 11986) not available not available
on factor - KremerlRoenfeldt (1993)
- NoreenNVolfson (1981)





Data period Mean error Mean absolute error
German Warrants
- Schulz and Trautmann - BIS-model" none 5,550 1979-1986 5.296"" 20.5oi6
(19891 - American CV model none 5,550 1979-1986 -0.1 96 19.696
- CEV model21 none 5,550 1979-1986 1.496"" 19.836
- Schulz and Trautmann - American CV model none 50,960 1979-1990 5.096 22.096
119931
Swiss Warrants
- Stucki and Wasserfallen - BIS-model none 1,517 1986-1987 -4.6ah" 14.796
(1991) - BIS-model" none 1,834 1986-1987 -15.496" 21.796
- Black model none 1,804 1986-1987 -14.896' 21.496
- Binomial model none 1,836 1986-1987 -16.096' 22.496
- Roll-Geske-Whaley
model none 1,807 1986-1987 -15.396" 21.796
Dutch Warrants
- Veld (1992) (HSD over - Merton model none 1,004 1987-1989 -12.296"" 46.396
1 year period) - Square Root mo-
de131 none 1,004 1987-1989 -21.09ó"" 46.896
- Veld 11992) (HSD over - Merton model none 1,004 1987-1989 -24.796"` 50.196
6 month period) - Square Root mo-
de131 none 1,004 1987-1989 -31.596" 52.296Table 3: Continued
U.S. Warrants
- Noreen and Wolfson - Merton model none 52 1969-1978 3.4oi6 16.1 96
(19811 - Square Root model none 52 1969-1978 3.60,6 16.296
- Ferri, Kremer and Ober- - BIS-model incorrect 428 1983-1984 -4.296' n.a.
helman 11986) (all war- - Square Root model incorrect 428 1983-1984 - 10.596`" n.a.
rants) - Absolute model incorrect 428 1983-1984 -12.796" n.a.
- CEV model incorrect 428 1983-1984 -4.596" n.a.
- Ferri, Kremer and Ober- - BIS-model incorrect 144 1983-1984 1.996 n.a.
helman ( 1986) (war- - Square Root model incorrect 144 1983-1984 - 1.396 n.a.
rants on dividend pay- - Absolute model incorrect 144 1983-1984 -2.996 n.a.
ing stocks) - CEV model incorrect 144 1983-1984 1.896 n.a.
- Merton model incorrect 144 1983-1984 - 10.996" n.a.
- Square Root model" incorrect 144 1983-1984 - 12.796" n.a.
- Absolute model" incorrect 144 1983-1984 -31.496"' n.a.
- CEV model31 incorrect 144 1983-1984 -9.696' ` n.a.
- Kremer and Roenfeldt - BIS-model incorrect 1,549 1981-1985 -0.596 30.896
11993) (all warrants) - Jump diffusion
model incorrect 1,549 1981-1985 11.596" 36.696
- Merton model incorrect 1,549 1981-1985 -10.996" 27.596
- Jump diffusion
model" incorrect 1,549 1981-1985 -6.496" 33.596
- Kremer and Roenfeldt - BIS-model incorrect 803 1981-1985 - 11.896" 29.396
11993) (warrants on no - Jump diffusion
dividend paying stocks) model incorrect 803 '981-1985 0.7~~ 32.940
'~ - Adjusted for dividends by replacing the stock price by the stock price minus the present value of dividends to be paid before
the maturity of the option.
21 - Adjusted for dividends in the same way as the American CV model.
3j - Adjusted for continuous dividend payments in the same way as the Merton (1973) model.
n.a. - Not available.
" - significant at the 596 level.
"- significant at the 196 level.Table 4: Relation of the model values to the market prices for the original BIS-model in the study of Leonard and Solt (19901"
No dividend paying stocks
observations




market price 761 41.696 625 34.496
BIS-model value 1
market price 1067 58.496 1191 65.69b
Total 1828 100.0~0 1816 100.096




ISD estimation Number of
observations
Data period Mean error Mean absolu-
te error
Swiss Warrants
- Stucki and Was- - BIS-model none week,., 1,321 1986-1987 0.296 4.3~0
serfallen 11991) - BIS-model" none week,., 1,654 1986-1987 0.296 4.296
- Black model none week,-, 1,621 1986-1987 0.496' 4.396
- Binomial model none week,., 1,640 1986-1987 0.296 4.206
- Roll-Geske-Wha-
ley model none week,., 1,617 1986-1987 0.296 4.29f~
US Wartants
- Lauterbach and - BIS-model" correct quarter,-, 22,354 1971-1980 n.a. 13.596
Schultz 11990) - Square Root
model" correct quarter,-, 22,354 1971-1980 n.a. 11.396
" - Adjusted for continuous dividend payments in the same way as the Merton (1973) model.
n.a. - Not available.
- Significant at the 596 level.Table 6: Hedge returns found by Lauterbach and Schultz (1991) for their sample of US warrants
No transaction costs Correction for general public trans-
action costs
Correction for floor traders trans-
action costs
Black-Scholes hedge return 1.0896" -0.0796" 0.4596"
Chen-Johnson hedge return 1.0496`` -0.1196" 0.4696"
Black-Scholes hedge return when
trade is executed at day t t 1 0.3396" -0.4996: r -0 7496..
` - Significant at the 596 level.
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